Abs.:
________________________________________
________________________________________
________________________________________

Head of Judiciary
Gholam-Hossein Mohseni-Eje'i
c/o Embassy of Iran to the European
Union
Av. Franklin Roosevelt 15
B-1050 Bruxelles
Belgium

Your Excellency,
Your Excellency,
Twelve weeks ago, as a member of Amnesty International, I respectfully urged you to immediately
As aunconditionally
and
member of Amnesty
release GOLROKH EBRAHIMI IRAEE who is a prisoner of conscience
International,
imprisoned
solely
I respectfully
for her peaceful
urge again
human rights work.
the Iranian authorities to release
immediately
On
24 January
and2021,
unconditionally
human rights defender Golrokh Ebrahimi Iraee has been transferred from
ATENA DAEMI,
Qarchak
prison in
asVaramin,
she is a prisoner
the southern part of Tehran, to Amol prison in northern Iran. On 12
of conscience
April
2021, thepeacefully
26th Branch
exercising
of the Revolutionary Court of Tehran informed Golrokh Ebrahimi Iraee
her rights
that
she had
of expression,
been sentenced
association
- in absentia - to one additional year in prison, two years of travel
and assembly.
bans
and two years of political party or group bans.
I respectfully
In
June 2019,express
she washere
sentenced
my deepest concern about GOLROKH EBRAHIMI IRAEE’s situation.
together with GOLROKH EBRAHIMI
IRAEE
With
great
to three
respect
more
I urge
years
you
and
to grant GOLROKH EBRAHIMI IRAEE access to her family including
seven
her
husband
monthsand
of detention,
to a lawyer,
after
and release her immediately.
protesting the executions of ZANYAR
MORADI, yours,
Sincerely
LOGHMAN MORADI and
RAMIN HOSSEIN PANAHI on
8 September 2018. Open letters were
sent to the Iranian authorities in
which both women also complained
about the inhuman conditions of
detention within Evins prison.
She was sentenced on 2 July 2020 to
two additional years of jail and 74
lashes, because of her peaceful
participation with other human right
defenders to a sit-in in the ward of the
prison, to protest against the murders
of demonstrators during the
demonstrations of November 2019.
Besides dismissing these new
charges, I respectfully urge the
Iranian authorities to ensure, pending
her release, that Atena Daemi has
access to qualified health care.
Finally, Atena Daemis allegations of

